
Product Details:
 Model name: Smart travel hair straightener F201B
 Voltage: 110V to 220V, dual voltage
 Plate type:  Ceramic plate or titanium plate
 Plug:  UK plug, USA plug
 Advantage:  Perfect for straighten or curl shor hair
 Usage:  Home usage or salon usage
 Logo:  Shell script
 Technical label:  CE standard
 Main markets:  North America, Western Europe, Asia
 Warranty:  PTC 2 years warranty
 MOQ:  100-100,000pcs
 Payment term:  T/T, Paypal, L/C

 

Catalogue of mini hair flat iron F201B:
Nano ceramic straightener comes with all the performance of a salon straightener. Salon quality ceramic
plates heat up to 210C and glide through the hair with no snagging for a super-fast, super smooth finish and
results that last. Ideal for shorter hair styles, fringes and bangs. It is small enough to fit in to a small handbag
making it ideal for travel.

         

Other shell color for F201B travel MINI hair flat iron:
Mini hair straightener smaller than normal hair flat iron, not only for straightening but for curls on
short hair.
Plate available: Ceramic plate or titianium plate.
Shell color: Any injection color and your logo that can be customize.
 

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/MINI-hair-brush-F201-borned-for-bangs-hair-and-traveling-tools.html#.WCQ8MvS7en8
http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/MINI-hair-brush-F201-borned-for-bangs-hair-and-traveling-tools.html#.WCQ8MvS7en8


Single box for Mini hair straightener F201B:
Taking a mini hair straightener with Single box or mini punch while traveling, you can get perfect
hairstyle anytime.
 

Marketing selling points of mini hair straightener F201:
* Ceramic nano plate for a smooth and shiny finish, no snaggling;
* Mircro-size for easy styling on the go, for men and women;
* Extra-short plates to suit short, choppy styles;
* With the neat size and multi-voltage it ensures you can travel with confidence;
* PTC Heater for flash heat up to 410F and instant recovery;



* Simply On-off switch for easy use;
* Direct factory price under USD4.00;
* Humanized lock –unlock design, user friendly;

 

Package and delivery information:

Package information

* Single  box package
* Size of GB: 37 * 10 * 5.3cm
* 50 pcs/CTN
* Size of carton: 56.5 * 38.5 * 24cm
* G.W: 20.50KGS
* N.W: 12.00KGS
* 1*20GP: 22,000pcs
* 1*40GP: 42,000pcs

Delivery:  By express or by seashipment

How to use it:
FBT is a manufacturer of hot hair tools and use salon expertise to create best performing hair tools that are
designed to help you achieve a salon finish at home.
Prepration: First ensure hair is completely dry before use,  Applying a heat protectant or a thermal spray
creates a protective barrier between the hair and the iron so that the hair doesn't "frizzle" and burning.

Straighten hair in sections for ideal results:  start from root to tip, being careful not to touch the scalp.
Slide the iron slowly and evenly along the hair bending the iron in or out at the bottom to achieve the desired
shape at the ends of the hair.

Curls: Starting close to the scalp, clamp the iron closed and turn it back on itself a half turn (the same as with
flicks). Run the iron slowly down the hair shaft to the end. the slower you move the iron, the tighter the curl. The
faster you move the iron, the gentler the wave.



The other type of mini hair straightener you may interested in:
F601HC is a professional hair flat iron for home use or salon use. PTC heater, popular 1 inch
width plate, ideal for both straightening and styling,
 with rubberized black shell and ceramic plate that make your hair  shining and healthy.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/450F-negative-ion-PTC-hair-straightener-F601HC.html#.WCQ2kPS7en8

